
Function:
By the combination of three worldwide approved cleaning technologies the device guaran-
tees maximum in cleaning: dust cleaning, removal of bacteria and removal of disagreeable 
smells. This is reached by a highly effective Ion generator. This generates negatively loa-
ded ions which destroy per second up to 30 Bn. Bacteria, viruses and mites. The achieve-
ment admission amounts merely to 3W. Active oxygen generator by electron beams: the 
electron beam generated by electrodes splits the oxygen molecules in its atoms which 
are also called active oxygen. Active oxygen is able to clean the air, to eliminate smoke and 
to neutralize disagreeable smells.

Well-being effect:
AIRBUTLER Jason takes care of your shooes in a special way. AIRBUTLER Jason removes 
bad smells from stressed interior material inside your shooes. Through air circulation AIR-

BUTLER Jason dries out your shooes and theirby denie mushroom spurs to survive and 
develope.

Low-noise construction:
AIRBUTLER Jason works without blower and is with regular care silently. 

User manual
Ionisor for footware

Attention! Do not touch the needles when unit turned on!



Applicable areas:
AIRBUTLER Jason is to have on around your neck. The appliance eliminates dust, bacteria 
directly in front of your mouth and nose. The air you breathe Attention! Personal ioniser 
is clean, fresh and full of negative ions. You can humidify the air by dropping some water 
into the cavities suited for this purpose.

Application:
Appropiate for all kind of strongly stressed footware. When frequently used AIRBUTLER Ja-
son takes optimal care of the material and extend the lifetime and comfort of your shoes.

Introduction:
Connect AIRBUTLER Jason in the wall outlet. Use the enclosed net cable/adaptor or use 
batteries (4 pcs. DC6V batteries) The batteries are inserted in each tube/side by turning 
the end caps of. When the batteries (2 in each side) are inserted close the end caps and 
turn AIRBUTLER Jason ON. A green light indicates operation. Then just insert AIRBUTLER 
Jason into your shooes.

Device settings:
AIRBUTLER Jason has 2 levels – low – high. When used in high AIRBUTLER Jason turns off 
automatic after 10 Minutes, when used in low after 6 hours. In order to save batteries use 
the adaptor when possible.

Servicing / cleaning:
Change the batteries when the green light changes into orange/red light.

IMPORTANT:
 • Keep during operation a distance of at least 50 cm to the outlet of the device.
 • Put no metallic subjects in the device to avoid surges and damages. The device 
  must be kept away from all inflammable and explosive subjects.
 • The device may not be exposed to water and steam.
 • Avoid placement in the direct sun and close to heat springs like stoves etc. which  
  could deform the case.
 • For the cleaning of the case no alcohol or gasoline may be used, because these  
  damage the surface.



Further information:
This ioniser purifies air; it is not a substitution of regular airing of rooms. Do not modify the 
appliance in any way. Neither the manufacturer nor the trader can accept any responsibi-
lity of any kind damage thus resulting.

Accessories:
1 Adaptor 12 V
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We are at your service for questions or application problems: office@airbutler.com

AIRBUTLER reserves the right of any technical modifications of the appliance.

Type  AIRBUTLER Jason
Voltage 230 V / 4 x C# batteries
Power consumption 1 W

Negative ions > 9,5 x 105

Active oxygen < 0,08 ppm
Dimension  200x140x70 mm
Weight 205 g
Applicable area  Shoes and Gloves

Technical Data:



Warranty for Jason

1. All AIRBUTLER products are subjected to stringent testing before they leave the 
factory. Guarantee of function for two years from date of purchase.

2. Damage and malfunctions within the warranty period are only dealt with on pre-
sentation of the completed warranty certificate. Please return the appliance to the 
trader so that the cause of malfunction can be identified. If the damage or malfunction 
is due to a production fault then the appliance will be repaired immediately or replaced 
with a new appliance. Damage which is not due to a production fault cannot be taken 
into account.

3. The warranty does not include any damage due to incorrect handling, faulty re-
assembly, manual conversion in or on the appliance, omission of cleaning, exterior 
damage to the appliance or obvious damage to the interior of the casing (such as e.g. 
lightning, artificial cause or natural events).

4.  The date on the warranty certificate and submission of the bill are imperative for 
any warranty claims.
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